
Rights & Voice

London borough of Wandsworth has different 
CLICK (Children Living in Care Kouncil) groups 
for young people depending on their age –
these forum represent and speak up on behalf 
of children - to make a difference, positively 
influence decision-making and shape the 
services they receive – they make sure they 
have lots of fun too.

This is a practice example from A NATIONAL VOICE
https://coramvoice.org.uk/for-professionals/co-production-and-participation-with-young-people/ 
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Why? 

The ANV AMPLIFY awards aim to champion and 
recognise the work of children in care councils and 
care leaver forums. They were held in October 2022 
(Amplify - Coram Voice) – Wandsworth children in 
care council were nominated for the ‘Voice’ and 
‘Participation’ award’. ANV Awards Nominations -
CLICK - YouTube

What did they do?
Wandsworth young people describe their work as all 
about “coming together, using our lived experience to 
better the system and push different ideas that would 
make the care experience smoother”. CLICK have 
worked on lots of different things:
• ‘Transition boxes’ – to help as young people move 

out of care
• Pledge
• Fostering recruitment 

The work was praised by the young people judges: 
“We’re glad that young people are getting a safe 
space to open up and use their voice for the good…all 
the young people were talking about how it made 
them feel, it felt emotive”.

What difference is it making? 

CLICK deliver lots of training to professionals across 
Wandsworth: e.g. virtual school, corporate parenting 
board. Links with senior leadership are strong: 
“Children are actively encouraged to take part in one of 
the participation groups. These groups combine a 
healthy mix of social activities and consideration of 
issues relevant to their experience in care. Their voices 
are heard at the corporate parenting panel, and senior 
managers interact positively with these groups.” 
https://files.ofsted.gov.uk/v1/file/50204406

For young people it’s also about having fun, making 
friends, seeing brothers and sisters, community & 
making a difference.

https://coramvoice.org.uk/get-involved/become-a-care-ambassador/amplify/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aNdNpNHpQc&list=PL9Rub76Tc1dbvPq7dQX32Urm4kJhNnD6u&index=10
https://files.ofsted.gov.uk/v1/file/50204406

